
Preliminary:  You must have the Spatial Analyst extension enabled to accomplish the steps in this lab. 

Open the Project menu and choose Licensing. 

 If you have a Concurrent Use license, scroll down in the Extensions box and change “no” to “yes” next 

to Spatial Analyst. 

 If you have a Singe Use license, you should have acquired a separate license code for Spatial Analyst 

from https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cga-pin/single-use-license-request.  Choose “Configure Your Licensing 

Options” to authorize the Spatial Analyst extension.  Use the first option “I have installed my software and 

need to authorize it” and then “Authorize with ESRI now using the Internet.”  Fill in all the fields, clicking 

“Next” to proceed until you reach the dialog asking for the license code you received.   

 

Spatial Analysis Lab: Raster Site Selection 
Materials needed:  ArcGIS Pro Project Package  

The link to the Project Package will take you to ArcGIS Online.  Choose Open in 

Pro or download the package and then open it in Pro. 

When you first open the project, if you do not see a list of Tasks, go to the View 

menu and choose Tasks.  

The steps to complete this lab are contained in the Task Manager.   

Each Task contains a set of steps for you to complete.  You will find them by clicking the blue arrow to the left 

of each Task.  Many steps contain a geoprocessing tool, but some do not.  You can move to the next step by 

clicking “Run” when necessary and then “Next Step” or “Finish.”   

The goal of this lab is to combine landscape characteristics into a set of factors and then a composite index 

which will identify which farmland might be at greatest risk from the development of fracking wells.  To design 

this index, we will have to think like a fracking developer: which attributes make land suitable for fracking?   

We will consider slope, distance to roads and distance to existing wells.  Below you will find some screenshots 

of intermediate results to verify your progress. 

https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cga-pin/single-use-license-request
https://yalemaps.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=0b13d14bbdcf4b8b8a943112dc64cfea
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The Fine Print on Data Management for Downloaded Projects 

When you create a Project on your local computer in ArcGIS Pro, that project is saved in 

C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects.  The Project will have a folder and the folder will contain the 

default geodatabase for that project: 

C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab.gdb 

You can view its contents in the Catalog window.  All of your outputs will be stored there by default.  Except, 

inexplicably, some of the raster tools default to a save location of the outer folder, not the gdb: 

C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab\some_raster 

If you want the raster to get stored in the gdb, you have to manually add it to the path: 

C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Projects\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab.gdb\some_raster 

But . . .  

When you open or download a Project Package that someone else has shared on ArcGIS Online, that project 

is saved in C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Packages and the geodatabase gets nested in a p20 folder: 

C:\Users\yourname\Documents\ArcGIS\Packages\GIS_Institute_Raster_Lab_6113cf\p20\gis_institute_raster_lab.gdb 

Saving outputs should work the same, but you should be aware that things are going to this different location. 

 

 


